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Introduction 
The torsion products To&M, N) are defined when M and N are respectively 
right and left modules over an associative ring n with identity element, and s 2 0 [4]. 
We give a new interpretation of these groups by proving them to be the homotopy 
groups of a certain symmetric monoidal category T”(M, N). In a future paper, the 
author hopes to use this result to establish Kiinneth theorems for general homology 
theories. There is also a prospect of a full theory of derived functors including our 
present results as special cases. It has some features in common with the theory of 
Andre [l]. 
In order to summarize our results, we now define the category T”(M, N). An 
object is a triple (P, E, n) where P is a projective right A-module of finite type and 
where E: P-, A4 and n: P* + N are homomorphisms of A-modules. (Here P* is the 
dual Hom,+(P, A).) In order to comply with standard conventions of set theory, we 
require that P belong to some fixed universe containing A, A4 and N. A morphism 
(PI, ~1, VI)-, (Pz, EZ, ~2) is a module homomorphism f: PI + PZ such that ctof= ~1 
and niofr = n2. Then T”(M, N) is a small category. 
We define a functor 0 : T”(M, N) x T”(M, N) + T”(M, N) by setting 
(PI, El, m)UW2, &2,772) = (PlOP2, El@&29 7nlof72); 
here we have identified (PI 0 P2)* with P: 0 P$ as usual. This functor gives rise to a 
spectrum whose first term is the nerve IT”(M, N)(. One can obtain it either by 
showing that Cl underlies a r-structure on T”(M, N) and using the theory of Segal 
[8], or by arguing that 0 makes T”(M, N) into a symmetric monoidal category and 
therefore gives rise to a spectrum through the machinery of May. The two methods 
give equivalent results [6], and either can be used to prove Theorem 1 in the form 
stated below. We adopt Segal’s approach in proving Theorem 2, as we find that this 
allows the necessary multiplicative theory to be handled conveniently. However, a~ 
forthcoming paper of May shows that his methods can be used here too. Our main 
results are the following. 
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Theorem 1. (i) The functoor 0 induces the structure of an abelian group on 
Q]T”(M, N)I. Therefore the spectrum constructed from (T”(M, N), cl) is an R- 
spectrum, and the nerve IT“(M, N)/ has the structure of an infinite loop space. 
(ii) There are natural isomorphisms *,)T”‘(M, N)I -Torf(M, N) for s SO. 
Theorem 2. As an infinite loop space, IT”(M, N)I has the homotopy type of a product 
of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. 
Note 1. Theorems 1 and 2 are still valid if “projective” is replaced by “free” in the 
definition of T”(M, N). The proofs need little change: the main modification is noted 
in the text. 
Note 2. There is a generalization in which A, M and N are graded. Let T: (M, N) be 
the full subcategory of T”(M, N) containing those objects (P, E, 7) in which P is a 
graded module and E and n are graded homomorphisms atisfying deg E + deg 77 = t. 
Then IT; (M, N)I is an infinite loop space having the homotopy type of 
n,,, K(Tor:,(M, N), s). In the proof, it is necessary to replace T: (M, N) by the 
equivalent subcategory in which the objects (P, E, 7) satisfy deg E = r, deg n = 0. 
Then 0 can be defined as above, and the proof proceeds with virtually no change. 
1. The homotopy groups of 1 T” (M, N)I 
Since (T”(M, N), q ) is a symmetric monoidal category, the set rr,,lT”(M, N)I of 
components is an abelian monoid under the operation induced by 0. 
1.1. Proposition. There is a natural isomorphism vrolT”(M, N)I = MO,,N. 
Proof. To an object (P, E, 7) of T”(M, N) we assign the image of the element 
v E Hom,,(P*, N) z PO, N under the homomorphism E 0 1: P@A N + M Oh N. 
(More symmetrically, this is the image under E 0 n of the identity homomorphism in 
Hom,,(P, P)==P@,,P*.) If f:(P1, ~1, TI)+(Pz, EZ, 172) is a morphism, then 
k101)(7?71)= (&201)(f01)(t71)=(E201)(772), 
so the assignment induces a function J: nolT”(M, N)j+ MO,\N, which is a 
homomorphism because 
It is surjective because the generator x Oy is the image of (A, x, y). 
We show that J is injective. If (P, E, q) is any object, we can choose a projective 
module Q of finite type such that POQ is free. The inclusion PC POC? is a 
morphism from (P, E, 77) to (POQ, E 00,~ 00). Also (POQ, E 00,~ 00) = 
q y=,(A, Xi, yi) where XI,. . . , x,, (resp. yi, . . . , y,,) are the images under E 00 (resp. 
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n 00) of a basis for POQ (resp. the dual basis for (POQ)*). Therefore the classes of 
the objects (A, X, y) generate 7ro]TA(M, N)I. To prove that J is an isomorphism, it 
now suffices to show that the relations (A, x1 +x2. y) = (A, XI, y)+(A, x2, y), 
(A, x, YI + ~2) = (A x, ~1) + (A x, ~2)~ and (A, xA, Y) = (A, x, AY) hold in 
nolTA(M, N)]. But these follow from the existence of the morphisms 
A:(A,xl+xz, y)+(A2,(x,,x2),(y,y)), V:(A’,(x,x), (YI, yz))-‘(A9x, YI+YZ) and 
HA : (A, xA, y) + (A, x, hy), where A is the diagonal, V its dual, and H,(a) = Au. 0 
1.2. Proof of Theorem l(i). Now we have to be an abelian 
group, it follows of the main results of [8] that the is an 
f2-spectrum, and hence that the first term in the spectrum is an infinite loop 
space. Cl 
As a consequence, ~~,IT”(M, N)I is an abelian group, independent of basepoint, 
for all s 3 0. 
The proof of Theorem l(ii) occupies the rest of Section 1. 
1.3. We recall the axioms which characterize the functors To&M, N) together with 
the connecting homomorphisms a :Tor~+r(kf”, N) + Tort(M’, N) associated with 
short exact sequences 0 + M’-, it4 --* M”+ 0 [4]. 
(i) The abelian group To&M, N) is an additive functor of the right A-module M 
and of the left A-module N for each s 2 0. The connecting homomorphisms a are 
natural with respect to morphisms of short exact sequences. 
(ii) TorG(A4, N) = MO,, N. 
(iii) To&P, N) = 0 if P is projective and s > 0. 
(iv) If 0 + M’+ M --, M”+ 0 is a short exact sequence of right A-modules, then the 
following sequence is exact: 
- - * 4, To&M’, N) 4 To&M, N) --, Tort(M”, N) 
L Tort_r(M’, N) + * * * + To&M”, N) ---, 0. 
We shall show that the functors T~]T”(M, N)I satisfy these axioms. The group 
structure in T~]T”(M, N)I is induced by the functor q in T”(M, N). Let f, g: MI + 
M2 be homomorphisms inducing 
f*, g,: cIT”&.f,, WI-, 77s17’“042, MI. 
Then (f+g), is induced by the functor (P, E, 77)~(P, (f+g)E, 7) and f,+g, by 
(P, E, 77)~(P@P,fe@g~, 7077). These functors are related by the natural trans- 
formation d: P+ POP, so induce homotopic maps of nerves [9,2.1]. So (f+g), = 
f* +g,, and ~JT”(M, Ml is additive in the first variable. Additivity in the second 
variable is proved similarly. This verifies the first part of Axiom (i). 
Axiom (ii) has been verified in Proposition 1.1. For Axiom (iii) we shall use the 
following lemma. 
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1.4. Lemma. Let M be the union of a directed family {M,} of submodules. Then 
colim n,(T”(M,, N)I = n;jT”(M, N)l. 
Proof. Every submodule of finite type is contained in some M,, so lJa T”(M,, N) = 
T”(M, N). The homotopy group functor commutes with directed colimits of simpli- 
cial inclusions. Cl 
Since every projective module is a direct summand in a free module, it suffices to 
verify Axiom (iii) in the case when P is free. In this case, P is the union of its free 
finitely-generated submodules, which form a directed family. Therefore Lemma 1.4 
shows that we have finally only to check Axiom (iii) in the case when P is free and of 
finite type. Let W(P, N) be the full subcategory of T”(P, N) containing the objects 
of the form (P, lP, n). This subcategory is discrete. The inclusion of W(P, N) in 
T”(P, IV) has a left adjoint (0, E, v)++(P, lp, ne*), so IT”(P, N)j has the homotopy 
type of the discrete space 1 W(P, iV)I by [7, Section 11. Therefore rr,lT”(P, N)I = 0 for 
s>o. 
It remains to construct natural connecting homomorphisms, and to verify Axiom 
(iv). For each short exact sequence 0 + M’+ M -, M”+ 0, the theorem below gives a 
homotopy fibration of infinite loop spaces jT”(M’, IV)] --, ITA(M, N)I --, jT”(M”, N)\. 
We define the connecting homomorphism 
a: ~~+,jTA(M”, IV+ ?r,lT”(M’, N)I 
to be the homotopy boundary of this fibration. This is a natural transformation, and 
Axiom (iv) is a consequence of the homotopy exact sequence for the libration. 
The proof of Theorem l(ii) is now reduced to the proof of the following theorem, 
because when that is complete we shall have proved that the functors rJT”‘(M, IV)/ 
satisfy the axioms characterizing torsion products. 
1.5. Theorem. Let O-, M’+M+M”-, 0 be a short exact sequence of right A- 
modules. Then (i) the Cartesian square 
induces a homotopy-Cartesian square 
IT”(M’, N)I --, ITA(M, N)I 
\T”(k, N)I + ,T”&, IV)\; 
(ii) the map IT”(M’,N)~-,~T”(M,N)~ ’ h IS omotopy equivalent to the fibre of the 
map IT”(M, N)( + IT”(M”, N)I. 
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For the proof, we first note that lS(ii) is unambiguous although no basepoint is 
mentioned: the homotopy-theoretical fibres of IT”@& N)I --, IT.4(M”, N)I over any 
two points are equivalent, since it is an infinite loop map inducing a surjection of TO. 
Next, IT”(O, N)I is contractible because T”(0, N) has a terminal object. Therefore 
1.5(i) implies l.S(ii). 
It remains to establish 1.5(i). For this purpose we shall recall Theorem B of Quillen 
[7], in its dual formulation. Let j: C + D be any functor. For each object d of D, we 
have a category j/d. Its objects are pairs (c, 4) where c is an object of C and 
I$ :j(c) + d is a morphism of D; its morphisms (c, 4) -P (c’, 4’) are morphisms 5 : c + c’ 
such that d’j(l) = 4. The category lD/d is denoted D/d. Quillen proves the 
following. 
Theorem B. Let j: C --, D be a functor such that, for every morphism dl + dz of D, the 
induced functor j/d1 + j/d2 is a homotopy equivalence on nerves. Then for every object 
d of D there is a homotopy-Cartesian square 
in which the vertical arrows are induced by j, and the horizontal arrows by the projection 
functors (e, 4) - e. 
In our application, let j: T”(it4, N)+ T”(M”, N) be the functor induced by the 
epimorphism j:M +M”. For each object (P”, E”, 7”) of T”(M”, N), we have a 
category j/(P”, E”, q”). An object of this is a pair ((P, E, T), f), where (P, E, 7) is an 
object of T”(M, N) and f is a morphism from (P, je, 77) to (P”, E”, n”): thus the 
diagrams 
commute. A morphism from ((Pi, ~1, vi), fl) to ((Pz, et, tlAf2) is a morphism 
g: (PI, el, tl~)+(Pt, ~2% 112) such that f2g =fl. 
1.6. Proposition. Let h:(P;, ef, q;)+ (P;, e;, Q:) be any morphism of T”(M”, N). 
Then the functorjlh: j/(P’i, e);, q;) -+ j/W!, ez, 7;) induces a homotopy equivalence of 
nerves. 
Proof. Let j/W!, ES, $)’ be the full subcategory of j/(P$ ~3, n$) which contains 
((P, e, v),f) if and only if f is an epimorphism. (In the proof of the variant in which 
projective modules are everywhere required to be free, the appropriate condition is 
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thatfshould be an epimorphism whose kernel is free.) We choose a lifting ~2 :Pi -, M 
so that jE2 = E;. There is a functor 
defined by ((P, E, n),f)-((POE, E (3.52, qOO),f@l), and PCp@fl is a natural 
transformation 1+ ZR, where I: j/(4, .& n~)“+j/(P& EZ, a’;) is the inclusion. 
Let ((P, E, q), f) be any object of j/(P”, &‘I, 7;)‘. We form the fibre product 
k 
PX’,P, u-P 
I I 
‘1. h 1 
PI - P; . 
Then PxRP’{ is projective, and the cofibre sum decomposition (Px,p;‘)* = 
P* +pi* P’i* gives a homomorphism n + 7: : (P xpi P;‘)* + N. Let 
be the functor ((P, E, n), f)- ((P X,p’;, ek, 17 + VT), g). We now have categories and 
functors as follows: 
j/(P;, E;, 7;) 2 j/(P;, E;, 11;) 
i Ilk 
j/t&, E;, ?;)O. 
The universal property of the fibre product square above gives a natural isomorphism 
Horn. ~Y,~L~-X (i/h)“Y)~Homi/(p;.,i..;,((j/h)X, W (1.7) 
for all objects X in j/(P’i, 4, $) and Y in j/(4, ES, T$)‘. From this we shall deduce 
that the maps lj/hl and I(j/h)“RI are homotopy inverses of each other. In fact, by 
taking X = (j/h)#Y in (1.7) we obtain a natural transformation (j/h)(j/h)“+l; so 
we have natural transformations (j/h)(j/h)“R + IR + 1, whence lj/hlo[( j/h)*RI = 1 
by [9, 2.11. By choosing Y = R(j/h)X in (1.7), and taking the morphism which 
corresponds under (1.7) to the value at (j/h )X of the natural transformation 1 -+ IR, 
we obtain a natural transformation l+ (j/h)#R(j/h), whence I(j/h)“RIolj/hl= 1. 
Therefore /j//t I is a homotopy equivalence. Cl 
1.8. Proof of Theorem 1.5(i). We can apply Theorem B of [7] to the functor 
j: T”(M, N) + T”(M”, N), because j/h induces a homotopy equivalence for every 
morphism h of T”(M”, A’). Theorem B states that for every object (P”, E”, t)“) of 
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T”(M”, N) the diagram 
IilK E”, rl”)l - 1 T”(M N)i 
,T‘I(A~“, N)+(P” 
4 
, E”, $‘)I + IT.‘(M”, N)( 
is homotopy-Cartesian. We choose P” to be a zero module. Then i/U”‘, E”, 7”) is 
isomorphic to T”(M’, N) and T’(M”, N)/(P”, E”, 0”) is isomorphic to T”(0, N), so 
that the above square is the square in 1.5(i). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.,5(i), and therefore of Theorem l(ii). q 
2. Multiplicative properties of 1 T” (M, N)( and factorization into Eilenberg- 
MacLane spaces 
2.1. In this section we prove Theorem 2 by using multiplicative structures on 
r-spaces. We refer to the appendix for the definitions and results we require 
concerning r-spaces. 
We first need to give (T”(M, N)I the structure of a f-space. The idea of the 
construction is due to Segal[8]. For our purposes it seems convenient o reformulate 
it in the language of sheaf theory, even though the topologies we need are trivial. If 
S’ is an object of f, it is possible to work with sheaves on the discrete space S. It is 
equivalent, and more natural, to work with sheaves for the canonical topology &+ on 
the category of all based subsets of S’ [2]. 
2.2. Definition. For each object S’ of r, we introduce a category T”(M, N)s+. An 
object of T”(M, N)s- is a triple (P, E, v), where P is a sheaf of projective right 
A-modules of finite type on &-, and where E : P + A4 and q : P* + N are homomor- 
phisms to the constant sheaves defined by M and N. A morphism (PI, Ed, vl)-, 
(Pz, ~2, v2) of T”(M, N)s- is a sheaf homomorphismf: PI + P2 such that c2f = E, and 
Vlfc = 772. 
Any morphism S’+ T’ of r yields a morphism of topologies and hence a direct 
image functor T”(M, N)p + T”(M, N)p . Passing to the nerve, we have a r-space 
S+++ 1T”(M, N)pj which is readily seen to be special and whose underlying space is 
isomorphic to IT”(M, N)]. 
2.3. We now consider multiplicative structures. Let R be a commutative ring, and let 
n and A’ be R-algebras. In what follows, all tensor products are over 0. 
Given ,4-modules M, N and A’-modules M’, N’ so that T”(M, N) and 
T”‘(M’, N’) are defined, we show that there is a pairing of r-spaces (in the 
sense of [S, Section 51 or A.1 1 of the appendix) T”(M, N) X TA’(M’, N’)+ 
T n”“‘(MOM’, NON’). In fact, the necessary (f Xf)-space is the nerve of a 
certain category To”“‘) (M, N: M’, N’)(s+.T+). An object of this category is a 
quadruple (Xs-, Yr-, ZS+nT+; m) where XS-, cYr- and ZS-nT- are respectively 
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objects of T.‘(M, N)s-, T*‘(M’, N’)y and T”@“’ (MOM’, N 0 N’)S+A~+, and 
m:Xs-x YT--* Z,-, r+ is a bilinear map expressing the sheaf ZS-, T+ as an external 
tensor product of X,+ and Yr+ (and respecting the augmentations to the appropriate 
constant sheaves). 
In order to have a pairing of r-spaces, we need two structural morphisms A.1 1. 
To obtain the first, we consider the projection functor (XS-, Yr-, ZS+~T+ ; m)w 
(Xs+, Yr-) from T’“;““(M, N; M’, N’)cs-,T+, to T”(M, N) x T”‘(M’, N’). 
This is an equivalence of categories, so induces on nerves the weak equivalence 
K(S+, T‘) we require. For the second, we consider the projection 
(X?, YT+. ZS+nr*: m)MZS+nr+, which induces on nerves a (r x r)-map 
p(S+, T’) : IT(“:“‘) (M, N; M’, N’)Cs+,T+jI 
-P IT”@“’ (MOM’, NON’)s+,\=+I. 
We deduce from A. 11 the existence of an associated pairing of spectra 
Sp T”(M, N) A Sp TA’(M’, N’) --* Sp T"@ “’ (MOM’, N 0 N’). 
In this pairing, we can set M’ = N’ = A’ = R, the ground ring. By Theorem 1, we 
know that ri Sp TR(R, 0) is f2 if i = 0, and zero if i >O. Thus Sp TR(O, f2) is an 
Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum K(R). So we have a pairing of spectra 
Sp T”(M, N) A K(R) --, Sp T”(M, N). (2.4) 
2.5. Theorem. This pairing makes the spectrum Sp T”(M, N) into a K(R)-module 
(in the sense of Whitehead [lo]) with respect to the map 2 --, K(R) which represents 
1 E 7roK(R). 
Proof. We prove that the corresponding pairing 2.3 of r-spaces gives a module 
structure in the sense of A.13 with respect to the map n : 2’-* ITR(i2, II)1 which takes 
the nontrivial point to the object (f2, In, In). The extra datum we need is a f-map 
cr (s’) : I T”(M, ~)s+l x x0 --, 1~~“;~) (M, N; R, n),,-,,-,I 
satisfying the conditions of A.13. So let X be any object of T”(M, N)s-, and let 1 be 
the nontrivial point of 2’. We define 
a(S+):(X, l)-(X,n,X;m) 
where 0 denotes the constant sheaf on l+, X is the sheaf on S’ A 1’ which 
corresponds to X under the isomorphism S’ A 1’ = S’, and m :X X R --, .% is the 
action of 0. Likewise we set CY (S’)(X, *) = (X, 0,O; 0). These assignments of objects 
are functorial, and yield the r-map CK by passing to the nerve. The conditions for a 
module structure A.13 are satisfied. 
Theorem A.14 now tells us that the single condition for (2.4) to be a module 
structure is satisfied. The map 17: Z ‘+ ITR(R, fl)l represents 1 E sr&(f?) by the 
construction in Proposition 1.1. 0 
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2.6. Proof of Theorem 2. We may regard any ring A as a Z-module. Hence 
Theorem 2.5 shows that Sp TA(M. N) is always a K(Z)-module. By an argument 
due to Moore and Whitehead [lo, Section 71, Sp T“(M, N) has the homotopy type of 
a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra. This is a restatement of Theorem 2. 0 
Appendix: On pairings of f-spaces 
This appendix gives an exposition of the theory of pairings of f-spaces, following 
the indications given in [8, Section 5-J. Our object is to prove Theorem A.14, which is 
not available in the literature but was needed in Section 2. 
A.l. Z+zces. We review the basic definitions which are given in [3] and [8]. 
Let r be the category of finite based sets and based maps. A typical object of r is 
written S’ = SU{*}, where * is the basepoint. If n EN (that is, if n is a nonnegative 
integer), the object {1,2, . . . , n}’ is denoted n+. For all S’, T+E f+, we have the 
smash product object S’ A T’ = (S x T)‘. 
A space is defined to be a based simplicial set. A r-space (resp. r-set) is a functor K 
from r to the category of spaces (resp. based sets). If K is a r-space, we sometimes 
denote the underlying space K(1’) simply by K. The r-space K is special if the map 
ny=, K(pi):K(n’)+fly_i K(1’) is a weak equivalence for all n EN, where pi:n++ 
1’ is the based map such that p;’ (1) = {i}: in particular, this implies that K(0’) is 
weakly contractible. If K is special, the based map m:2’-, 1’ such that m-‘(l)= 
{1,2} induces the structure of a homotopy-abelian H-space on K(1’). A (rxr)- 
space is a functor from r x r to spaces. 
Let K be a r-set. An element x E K(S) is degenerate if there is a nontrivial 
monomorphism rp: T’+ S’ such that x is in the image of K(q). The analogue of the 
Eilenberg-Zilber lemmp holds for r-sets: given x E K(S), there exists a monomor- 
phism cp :T’ + S’ and a nondegenerate lement y E K( T’), such that x = K(q)y ; and 
the pair (cp, y) is unique modulo the action of isomorphisms of K By applying the 
result to the simplices in each dimension, we see that the Eilenberg-Zilber lemma 
holds for the r-operators in a r-space. Further, by replacing r everywhere by r x r, 
we obtain complete analogues of the definition and the lemma for (r x r)-spaces. 
A.2. The tensor product of a r-space with a space. If V is a based set, then it 
represents a contravariant functor S’++ Vsc = Horn set@+, V) from r to based sets. 
If X is a space, we can apply this construction in each dimension and obtain a 
contravariant functor S+++XSC from r to spaces, where (X”),, = HornSets (S’, X,). 
Let K be a r-space, and X a space. We-form the coend jTK(T’) xiT- in the 
category of spaces, where T’ runs through r; this is a direct analogue of various 
classifying space constructions. (The notation for coends is that of [5, Chapter IX].) 
The functor S+-ITK(SC A T’) x XT* * IS a r-space which is special if K is: this is the 
tensor product K OX. 
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We often use the special cases when either or both of K and X is discrete, i.e. has 
based sets as values. 
A.3. Lemma. If Y --, Xis injective, then the induced map K 0 Y + K OXis injective. 
Proof. We have to prove that (K 0 Y)(S’) --, (K OX)(S’) is injective for all S’. It 
suffices to consider the case S’= l’, because one can then replace K by 
T’- K(S’ A T’) to recover the general case. 
Suppose first that X is a based set. Then (K 0X)( 1’) = jTK( T’) x XT+ is pre- 
cisely R(X), where K is the left Kan extension of K to the category of all based sets. 
If Y cX, then Y is a retract of X, so R( Y)+z(X) is necessarily injective. By 
applying this result dimensionwise, one deduces the conclusion when X is a 
space. 0 
A.4 Proposition [8, 3.71. There is a natural isomorphism (K@X)@ Y = 
K 0 (X A Y), valid for all r-spaces K and spaces X, Y. 
Proof. First suppose that X and Y are based sets. Then J’K (T’) x Xr* is the Kan 
extension R(X), as above. Further, jTK(S’ A T’) xXT’ is K(S’ AX), because 
mapsoftheformlsAf:S+AT+ + S’ AX are cofinal among maps from based sets to 
S’ A X. Therefore there are natural isomorphisms 
K(S+ A T+)xXT+ )x Ys’q ~(S+AX)X ?+=~(YAX) 
I 
u 
t K(U+)x(XA Y)“+ 
as required. Applying this dimensionwise, we obtain the result when X and Y are 
spaces. Cl 
A.5. Canonical representatives in tensor products. By construction of the coend, an 
n-simplex of K OX is an equivalence class of triples (S’, k, a) where S’ is an object 
of r, k is an n-simplex of K (S’), and ~0 : S’ *X,, is a based map. The triple (S’, k, ~0) 
is canonical if k is nondegenerate and cp is injective. 
We assert that every simplex of K OX has a canonical representative, and that 
this is unique up to replacement of (S’, k, cp) by (T’, K(B)k, cpO_‘) where 8: S’+ TC 
is an isomorphism. In fact, if X is discrete and fini.te this is a restatement of the 
Eilenberg-Zilber lemma. For arbitrary discrete X, it then follows by passage to the 
limit; and for X a space, by treating each dimension separately. 
A.2-A.5bi”. Tensor products of (f x r)-spaces. Let A be a (r X f )-space, and X, Y 
be spaces. We form a new (r x r)-space A 0(X, Y) by 
[A@(X, Y)](S’, Tf)=IUVA(S+~ U’, T+A V’)xXU*x Yv*. 
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One can then prove the analogues for (r x r)-spaces of the results A.3, A.4 and AS. 
A.6. The spectrum associated with a r-space. We choose a simplicial l-sphere E’, 
and define .Z”=_Z*AZ.‘A ** * A E1 (n factors). By a spectrum we understand a 
sequence {(E, pn )lnPhi of spaces E,, and inclusions p,,: E,, A ,X1-, E,,+,. Subspectra 
and functions between spectra are defined as usual. A subspectrum {(F,, p:)} of 
{(En, p,)} is dense if for every finite subspace 2 of E,,,, there exists r E N such that 
Pm+r-1 “‘&,(~A~‘)~F,,,. The category of spectra and maps is obtained from 
that of spectra and functions by inverting inclusions of dense subspectra. 
Let K be a r-space. For n 2 0 there is a structural map into the coend 
I 
T 
(K@2”)~2’=(K@~“)(l+)x(~‘)~++ (KOZ’“)(T+)x(.Z*)‘- 
= (K O.Y’)O;r;l = K @Y+1. 
This carries the subspaces (K@{*}) x2’ and (KOI”) x{*} into the subspace 
(K@{*})@~‘=(K@_Z”)@{*}=K@{*}=K(O’), and therefore induces a map 
KO2” .- 
P”‘KO{*} 
AZ*+KOB”” 
KO{*) * 
This map is injective. (It suffices to treat the case n = 0, and there one can compute 
with the canonical representatives of A.5.) 
We define the spectrum associated with the f-space K to be 
Sp K = {((K @2”V(K O{*H, PJLN, 
where pn is the map above. If K is special, the subspace K O{*}- K(0’) is weakly 
contractible, and so (Sp K),, = K @_Z”. This is the case treated in [8], where it is 
proved that the adjoint of P,, is a weak homotopy equivalence for n L 1 in the special 
case (and even for n 2 0 in the very special case when 7r0K is a group). 
A.7. Smash products of spectra. For present purposes, it suffices to consider a single 
‘naive smash product’. We therefore fix, once for all, a partition N = N’u N” of the 
nonnegative integers into two infinite sets. If n E N, we define n’ = {i 1 i E N’, 0 sj < 
n} and n”={iliEN”, 0 c i < n}. Then for every pair E = {(E,, p,)}, F = {(F,,, c,)} of 
spectra, we construct a smash product spectrum E A F having spaces (E A FL = E,,s A 
F,- and structural maps 
(EAF),A~‘~(E,.A~‘)AF~“~EE~+,AF,” (if n EN’), 
(EAF).AP’~E.~(F,-A~‘)~E”,AF,-+~ (if n EN”), 
where the isomorphisms on the left simply interchange factors. 
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A.8. Lemma. Let K be a r-space, and 2 the sphere spectrum. Then there are natural 
isomorphisms of spectra (Sp K) A 2 = Sp K = 2 A (Sp K). 
Proof. Let xn be the composite 
((Sp K) A 2)” = (Sp Kh A 2”“: (Sp K),, : (Sp K). 
where 1/1 is a composite of structural maps in the spectrum, and w is induced by 
passage to the quotient from the permutation of suspension coordinates 
10w,:KO~“-,KO~“,inwhichw,:{O,1,...,n-1}-*{0,1,...,n-l}isgivenby 
m,l(rn)=rn’ if mEN’, W,‘(m)=n’+m” if mEN”. The xn commute with the 
structural maps, and so define a map of spectra (Sp K) A 2 --, Sp K. This embeds 
(Sp K) A 2 as a dense subspectrum of Sp K, and hence is invertible. The other 
isomorphism is proved similarly. 0 
A.9. The spectrum associated with a (r xf)-space. In the definition of smash 
product (A.7), we chose a certain bijection IV + fV x IBI denoted by n c-) (n’, n”). Using 
this, we define the spectrum associated with a (r x r)-space A as follows. The space 
in the nth position is 
(Sp’ A)” = [A O(Z”‘, E”“)]/[A OG”‘, *) WA @(*, Z”‘)] 
and themapp,:(Sp’A), AZ.*+(S~‘A) “+i is induced by the structural map into the 
coend 
[A@(,.E”‘, Z’“‘)] x ,.Z’ --, [A 0(x”‘, Z”“)]@(2’, 2’) = [A @(x”‘+*, s”“)] 
if n EN’, 
[A@@“‘, Z”‘j]xE’+[AO(2”‘, .Z”“)]@(2°, 2’)~[A@@, Z”“+l)] 
if n E N”. 
As in A.6, these pass to the quotient to give the required inclusions P,,, so the 
spectrum Sp’ A is defined. 
A.lO. Proposition. The functor A w Sp’ A from (r x r)-spaces to spectra has the 
following properties. 
(i) It preserves weak homotopy equivalences. 
(ii) If A(S’, T’) = H(S’) x K(T’), where H and K are r-spaces, then Sp’ A = 
6~ H) A (SP K). 
(iii) If A(S’, T’) = L(S+ A T+) where L is a r-space, then Sp’ A = Sp L. 
Proof. (i) If A(S’, T’) -* B(S’, T’) is a (r X r)-map which is a weak equivalence 
for all (S+, T+) E r x r, then A 0(X, Y) + B 0(X, Y) is a weak equivalence for all 
spaces X, Y. (In fact, if X and Y are finite and discrete, they correspond to objects of 
f, so we have a weak equivalence by hypothesis. If X and Y are discrete and 
arbitrary, we have a weak equivalence by passage to the limit, because A 0(X, Y) 
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[resp. I3 @(X, Y)] is the union of the directed family of subspaces A @( V, W) [resp. 
B @( V, W)] as V and W run through the finite subspaces of X and Y. Finally, the 
case when X and Y are arbitrary simplicial sets follows by dimensionwise application 
of the discrete case, because the diagonal functor from bisimplicial sets to simplicial 
sets preserves weak equivalences.) 
We obtain four weak equivalences by taking (X, Y) to be each of the pairs 
(Zn’, x”‘), (Z”‘, *), (*, 2”“) and (*, *). Consideration of canonical representatives 
(A.Sbis) shows that the intersection of AO(F’“‘, *) with A@(*, 2”‘) inside 
A @(I”‘, I”“) is precisely A O(*, *); similarly for B. Therefore 
A@(,E”‘, *)uA@(*,Z”“)+BO(Z”‘, *)uB@(*, I”“) 
is a weak equivalence by amalgamation. Passing to the quotient of the equivalence 
A a@“‘, 2”“) --, B@(F’, Z”“), we obtain a weak equivalence (Sp’ A),, + (Sp’ B),. 
(ii) This follows from the identity 
I 
ST 
H(S’) x K( T’) x xs+ x YTC 
(I 
s 
> (I 
T 
a H(S’) x xs+ x K(T’) x YT+ 
> 
by passage to the quotient. 
(iii) In the proof of A.4 we constructed a specific isomorphism 
A@(X, Y)=I”=L(S-.T+)xX% YT-=I”L(U+)x(Xn Y)“* 
=L@(Xh Y). 
By applying this in the cases when (X, Y) is (Z”‘, Z”“), (2”‘, *) and (*, En”), we obtain 
an isomorphism (P” : (Sp’ A)” = (Sp L)” for each n. Let 1 @w. be the automorphism of 
(Sp L), = L0.E” induced by the permutation w, of suspension coordinates used in 
A.8: that is, w,‘(m) is mr or n’+m” according as m EN’ or m EN”. Then the 
isomorphisms (1 OW,,)~,, commute with the structural maps of the spectra, and give 
the promised isomorphism Sp’ A = Sp L. El 
A.11. Pairings of r-spaces. Let H, K and L be f-spaces. A pairing H x K -_, L of 
r-spaces consists of a (r x r)-space A together with (I’x f)-maps 
H(S+) x K( T’) = A@+, 7”) wf=i) L(S+ ,j 7”) 
such that K(S+, T’) is a weak homotopy equivalence for all S’ and T’. 
By applying the functor Sp’ and using A.lO, we obtain the following maps of 
spectra: 
where L’(S’, T’) = L(S’ A T’). By A.lO(i), Sp’ K is a weak homotopy 
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Therefore we obtain a morphism (Sp H) A (Sp K) -, Sp L in the homotopy category, 
which we call the associared pairing of spectra. 
A.12. A f-space. which generates the sphere spectrum. Let Z’ be the functor from r 
to spaces which regards each finite based set as a discrete space. Then Z is a r-space 
which is not special but satisfies E’(0’) = {*} and E(l+)==E’. Since Z(S’) = 
Hom(l‘, S’), it follows that 
In particular, Z@X” = 2” and Sp E is the sphere spectrum .Y. 
The r-space Z has the following universal property. Let K be any r-space, and 
7: .X0-, K(1’) any map. Then there is a unique r-map ?: S + K whose value at 1’ is 
T. This yields a canonical map of spectra Sp +j :2 + Sp K. 
A.13. Module structures on f-spaces. We introduce the notion which will yield 
module structures on spectra in the sense introduced by Whitehead [lo]. 
Let K and L be f-spaces, and v: ,X0 -* K (1’) a map. A K-module structure on L 
(with respect to 7) consists of 
(i) a pairing 
L(S+) xK(T+) “‘s+.7t’A(S+, T’) @(S+.7+) L(s+ A 7”) 
from LxK to L; 
(ii) a r-map cr(S+):L(S+)xX’+A(S+, 1’); 
such that K(S+, l’)a(S’) = lLCs+) x YJ and p(S+, I+)LY(S+) induces the canonical 
isomorphism L(S’) A I0 = L(S’ A 1’). 
A.14. Theorem. Let L be a K-module with respect to 11: ,X0-, K(1’). Let 
~:(S~L)A(S~K)-,(S~L) 
be the map induced by the pairing, and Sp ij : ;I: + Sp K the map of spectra induced by 7. 
Then the diagram 
6p L)A=\ 
1ASPVj 
I / 
SP L 
(SpL)A(SpK) ’ 
is homotopy commutative. 
Proof. By the universal property of 3 (A.12), the f-map 
cr(S+):L(S+)xE”-,A(S+. 1’) 
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extends uniquely to a (f x r)-map G(S’, T’) : L(S’) x Z( T’) --, A@‘, T’), and the 
following diagram of (r x r)-spaces commutes: 
L(s+) X K(T+) r(S+.T’) A(S+, T+) ‘z;L(S+ A T’) 
Il+ ~,-wJ+~ 
L(S’) x E( T‘) 
Applying the functor Sp’ and using the natural isomorphisms of Lemma A.8 and 
Proposition A.lO, we obtain a diagram of spectra 
Sp’ K
Sp’(LxK) - Sp' A 
SP 
(A.15) 
SpL&%pL 
The triangle and parallelogram commute by naturality. We show that the rectangle 
commutes also. Composing the bottom and right-hand morphisms, we find at the nth 
stage the map (Sp L),,, A En’+ L’@(E:“‘, E”“) induced by the structural map to the 
coend 
Now we consider the composite of the left-hand and top sides of the rectangle. Since 
(Sp’ p)(Sp 5) = Sp’(@)), and the vertical isomorphism is that of A.10 (ii), this 
composite is induced by the map 
(JsLIs+)x(In,~s+)x~n” S(J’~(s+)x~=n,~~+)x(J~~+x(~“-)~*) 
Sp’(&Lci) ST 
l I L(S’ AT’) x(En’)s* x (Yy. 
But the integral over T in the second term is trivial: it can be replaced by 1’ A (E”“)“. 
Thus the map shown as Sp’(p&) is induced by the map p (S’, 1’)a (S’), which by the 
definition of a module structure induces the canonical isomorphism L(S-) A l’+ 
L(S’ A 1’). It follows that this other path round the rectangle arises from the same 
canonical map into the coend Sp’ L', so the whole diagram (A.15) is commutative. 
The theorem is now immediate, because 8 is defined to be the composite Sp L A 
Sp K + Sp L round the top of (A.15). Cl 
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